Welcome to the world of clean water

HIGH QUALITY MACHINES, PLANTS AND STAINLESS STEEL EQUIPMENT FOR THE TREATMENT OF MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL WATER, WASTEWATER AND SLUDGE

As an international company we support our customers worldwide with efficient and innovative solutions and processes, competent advice and reliable service. More than 45,000 installations of HUBER plants world-wide contribute to a sustainable use of water, energy and resources.

To Our Clients, Partners and Friends

In this unprecedented situation, as COVID-19 continues to spread around the world, the safety of our employees, their families, our clients, and business partners is a top priority.

Products and equipment for your individual needs

A full range of machines and plants for treatment of wastewater, process water, potable water, grit and sludge from one source.

News

Video: Complete wastewater treatment at the Øygarden wastewater treatment plant in Norway

17.09.2020 | An impressive large-scale HUBER project in Norway recently went into operation: In Øygarden, one of the most modern wastewater treatment plants in the country was built - with innovative and optimally matched HUBER technology. Watch the following video to get an impression of the entire purification process at this remarkable wastewater treatment plant.

Project Newsletter: Recent Holistic concepts for thermal sewage sludge utilization

05.08.2020 | With the sludge2energy process, a secured and energy self-sufficient thermal utilization of the generated sewage sludge quantities can be ensured permanently. The process is based on the combination of a sludge dryer and subsequent combustion in a fluidized bed furnace. Read about recent projects of sludge2energy GmbH with effective and future-oriented concepts for solving the sewage sludge disposal emergency in the newsletter below.
New issue of HUBER Newsletter online

29.07.2020 | The up-to date July 2020 issue of our group-wide periodic email newsletter is now available on the HUBER websites, too.